#======Notes========
"""To get this working, I used python 3.6 and I used a pre 3.0 version of SpaCy Chatterbot dependency (may not have been necessary, but spaCy won't work out of the box). You may also need an additional corpus package.
"""

#===========Init===========
#----Chatbot----
from chatterbot import ChatBot
# from chatterbot.trainers import ChatterBotCorpusTrainer

# May need to run the trainer as a first time setup
chatbot = ChatBot('Ron Obvious')

# Create a new trainer for the chatbot
#trainer = ChatterBotCorpusTrainer(chatbot)

# Train the chatbot based on the english corpus
#trainer.train("chatterbot.corpus.english")

#----TTS----
# On linux, you need to install espeak for this to work (espeak-ng didn't work), and espeak phonemizer package via pip

import pyttsx3
TTSengine = pyttsx3.init()

def TTspeak(text):
    TTSengine.say(text)
    TTSengine.runAndWait()
    TTSengine.stop()

#----Speech recognition----
# Uses pyaudio for microphone and Sphinx for offline speech recognition


import speech_recognition as sr

r = sr.Recognizer()
m = sr.Microphone()

# Deprecated text-based chatbot test
""" while 1:
    inp = input("Say: ")
    if inp == "exit":
        break
    output = chatbot.get_response(inp)
    print (output)
    TTspeak(output) """
#print (chatbot.get_response("Hello, how are you today?"))

# Main Listen->Recognize->Speak loop
try:
    print("A moment of silence, please...")
    with m as source: r.adjust_for_ambient_noise(source)
    print("Set minimum energy threshold to {}".format(r.energy_threshold))
    while True:
        print("Say something!")
        with m as source: audio = r.listen(source)
        print("Got it! Now to recognize it...")
        try:
            # recognize speech using Google Speech Recognition
            value = r.recognize_sphinx(audio)

            # we need some special handling here to correctly print unicode characters to standard output
            if str is bytes:  # this version of Python uses bytes for strings (Python 2)
                print(u"You said {}".format(value).encode("utf-8"))
            else:  # this version of Python uses unicode for strings (Python 3+)
                print("You said: \"{}\"".format(value))
            #Pass it to chatbot
            output = chatbot.get_response(value)
            print ("Robot said: \"{}\"".format(output))
            TTspeak(output)
        except sr.UnknownValueError:
            print("Oops! Didn't catch that")
        except sr.RequestError as e:
            print("Uh oh! Couldn't request results from Sphinx; {0}".format(e))
except KeyboardInterrupt:
    pass

